
The HideAway Difference. 
Material

Maintenance Free

Won’t Rust

Laser Cut

DIY’ers Dream

HideAway Privacy Screens are made
with aluminum, so each Privacy

Screen is made to last. No matter if
it's the unseasonably cold winter, or
scorching summer heat, the panels

won't bend or warp.

Besides a seasonal cleaning, once
installed these privacy screens

require zero maintenance. No keep
up needed, just enjoy the panels.

That's right. Hideaway Privacy
Screens don't rust. Underneath the

UV resistant powder coat, the panels
are made from aluminum. The panel
you see today will be the panel you

see for years to come.

Each Privacy Screen is laser cut using
a state-of-the-art CNC machine. This
ensures each panel is 100% accurate

and the panels will install perfectly
and all the patterns will match.

Privacy Screens are designed with the
DIY'er in mind. With a simple

installation process, anyone with a
little know-how and some elbow
grease can install these panels.

Profiles

Style can be this easy.
HideAway Privacy Screens are 
designed with function and style in 
mind. Simply pick the style you like 
and in a few hours you’ll have your 
privacy in style.

Maui

River Rock

Branch

Dash



Did we mention they’re 
easy to install?

With tools you already have and a
few hours you’ll be on your way to
having your own private space.

Insert the post 
caps onto the 
posts.

Screw the screens
onto the mounted
brackets.

Step One:

Mount the posts 
using deck screws 
3 feet apart.

Step Three:

Step Two:

Mount the 
brackets on each 
of the posts.

Step Four:

Love what you see and
want to know more?

Get in touch with us and we’d love to 
answer all your questions or 

comments. We have our team ready 
to help with anything you need.

780.619.3310

info@hideawayscreens.ca
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